Insurtech for Small and
Micro Companies
How to leverage benefits and scale on cyber insurance products?
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INTRODUCTION TO CYBER INSURANCE
All areas of our lives have been touched by the digital revolution. From the view point of cyber security
we have all been, or will be, compromised. Even small and micro companies depend on the continuous
availability, accuracy and confidentiality of information and networks. This dependency has not been
unnoticed by insurers, but insurtech has still not touched the long tail of corporate cyber insurance
protection possibilities.
Big companies are under cyber threat on a daily basis. This means continuous attacks to their network,
data and connected facilities. They have allocated resources internally to combat and control their cyber security. Big companies are offered a full spectrum of services, protection and means to keep their
business up and running. And when cyber incident happens, they have the processes to deal with consequences including insurance coverage for the losses.
Small and micro companies don’t have that luxury. They operate in the same business context but since
they have substantially less at stake when compromised, the insurance offering does not exist or is not
priced right. Still the business downtime, reputation or simple harm and worry can have an impact that
could be avoided. The full range of insurance policies and products hasn’t yet been offered for small
companies. This means that these companies are missing the availability of products, reasonable pricing, as well as service availability and sustainable coverage when an incident happens.
In this white paper we describe the possible momentum gain and business opportunities in insuring
small and micro companies with advanced cyber security insurance products and services.

ABOUT US
Cyber Hedgehog is an insurtech startup on a mission to save the small and micro sized companies in
Europe. Founded in 2018, we have created an algorithm to validate small companies inside out information on cyber preparedness and insurability. We aim for a scalable and cost-effective solution for bulk
cyber insurance sales and management that adapts to any environment and location.
We want to help: our mission is to secure small and micro companies against cyber risk and to make
sure that in the case of an incident, they are covered and can recover as fast as possible. With our learning algorithm and customer platform, we want to make sure that the risks and individual effort for the
insurers stay at a manageable level. When the manual and repetitive tasks are removed, our clients can
focus on what is important.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
According to Allianz Risk Barometer 2019 survey, small enterprise companies see cyber incidents as the
biggest risk for their business globally.
For insurers the big question is how to assess cyber risk effectively?
Both insurers and clients need to understand the liabilities, opportunities and threats. To make our
digital lives safer we need better assessment of risks from the point of view of the cyber insurer, but also
better understanding of customer needs.
Two main components have been identified to discover a long term solution
1. Information sharing
2. Need for effective standards
Source: Enhancing the Role of Insurance in Cyber Risk Management © OECD 2017

CYBER CRIME TARGETS IN TRADITIONAL INSURANCE SECTORS
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WHY CYBER INSURANCE FOR SMALL COMPANIES IS
SUCH A DIFFICULT BUSINESS?
The main problem of cyber insurability is quantification of risk and lack of accurate data on claims as
well as threats. This becomes extremely difficult with smaller companies that are heterogeneous and
diverse. Also lack of training, ICT key personnel, or resources to buy services is an underlying problem
for small companies..
There are four main challenges in quantification of cyber risk:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lack of historical data
Changing nature of cyber risk
Regulations and legal framework variability in different countries
Access to corporate security information
Source: Enhancing the Role of Insurance in Cyber Risk Management © OECD 2017

Main findings of the 2018 State of Small Business Cyber Insurance Report, Cyber Policy:
1. Cyber insurance is the fastest growing insurance product for small companies.
Publicity of cyberattacks, security gaps, and cyber insurance contractual requirements have skyrocketed in small and micro companies market.
2. Small companies are demanding higher cyber insurance limits and extended coverage.
Because small companies have less technical in-house resources and expertise in cyber security it
is no surprise that they are frequently targeted by cyber attacks. As a result, small companies demand more service on top of the insurance product. This becomes expensive to fulfill and pricing
becomes an issue.
3. Cyber insurance is a crucial component for third-party vendor relationships.
Small companies purchase cyber insurance due to contractual reguirements from their customers.
4. Digital innovation and a growing customer base are driving a decrease in cyber insurance premiums.
The ability provided by digital sales platforms to offer scalable customized cyber insurances to
small companies has opened the small companies cyber insurance market in past 3 years.
Source: 2018 State of Small Business Cyber Insurance Report, Cyber Policy

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Cyber risks are getting higher on the agenda even for small companies who are beginning to look for
insurance to deal with aspects of risk that cannot otherwise be managed. However, the market has challenges that need to be addressed:
• Demand comes from early adopters and not yet on a massive scale
• Risks are not widely understood
• Insurers and reinsurers have concerns on the ability to price the risk in an accurate way
To help with these challenges we need
• more information sharing to help companies and their insurers to understand the true nature and
scale of cyber risks
• standards to support risk management and assessment of small and medium size companies
• tailored cyber reinsurance vehicles, services and processes
• centers of excellence specialised on insurtech
So far, very little attention has been paid to the European market, since 90% of the cyber insurance
market is located in the US. We need a deeper understanding of cyber risk. This needs to happen both
on the supply and demand side of the European cyber insurance industry.

Source: Statista — Cyber insurance - Statistics & Facts

MARKET CHALLENGES
There are several factors affecting the willingness-to-pay for cyber insurance coverage. Currently there
is uncertainty in quantifying cyber risk and it’s high potential accumulation leads to higher pricing for
proper coverage.
There are a number of factors that reduce willingness to pay for coverage:
• a lack of awareness of potential losses from cyber risk
• misunderstandings about the need for coverage
• potential mismatch between the coverage offered and what small and micro companies are seeking.
The growth for cyber insurance is driven by:
• Regulatory changes especially in Europe and in the US, imposing heavy fines on companies that suffer
data breaches
• Rising awareness of new and existing cyber threat types also among small businesses.
Even more importantly the market size may be underestimated since many assumptions are made
based on traditional cyber insurance products like data breach, cyber crime and fraud, extortion, data
and software loss and network and services liability.
Source: Seizing the cyber insurance opportunity, KPMG

New services generate better up to date data, that is readily available and based on inside out information. That results into more informed decisions, better and more accurate models. Those in turn will help
to generate new markets by opening insurability to new customers, e.g. small business owners. They
have not been offered a suitable product, so far, due to lack of understanding of the risks.

Insurers haven’t
collected a critical
mass of loss data
on their own
Lower sales
mean less access
to data

Buyers doubt
coverage value,
lowering take-up rate /
market penetration

A large percentage
of cyber events go
unreported

DEATH OF DATA
LEADS TO VICIOUS
CYCLE IN CYBER
INSURANCE

Insurers cautiosly
offer modest limits
for restricted
coverage

Insufﬁcient data
undermine insurer
conﬁdence for underwriting
and pricing

Cyber attacks
are constantly
evolving

Source: Deloitte Center
for Financial Services

WAVES OF CYBER INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT
Understanding of cyber insurance product challenges and opportunities typically increases in the
following waves:
Wave 1: Bread and butter. A critical period where success helps to establish a competitive advantage.
This is the core digital asset protection that is most commonly associated with cyber losses: digital
assets, data breach, cyber crimes and data loss. These are likely to remain the core of any cyber security
insurance offering.
Wave 2: Cyber triggered harm. A more enhanced risk-modeling capabilities are needed to cover other
asset damages that are triggered by cyber incidents. Expanding to these offerings is the second wave.
Cyber insurance will diversify to include business interruption and network / service liability issues as a
natural progression. Reputational harm should also be added to the portfolio as it will become a sweet
spot for cyber insurers. Another step is to extend the cyber insurance towards traditional physical and
tangible asset-related losses. Cyber physical will be a stepping stone to industry disruption.
Wave 3: Insuring the ‘uninsurable’ There are potentially significant losses in areas that are currently
considered uninsurable. Untapped areas include e.g. insurance for intellectual property theft. Instead
of measuring the actual loss, a specific sum can be agreed to be paid in case of a loss event. Pricing IP
is always difficult, but when the damage payment is fixed, so can eventually be the related insurance
product.
Wave 4: Insuring the non-cyber with cyber. A natural evolution of the cyclical waves would be to extend
the reach of cyber insurance to intangible assets with non-cyber perils like reputational harm due to
product recall. This is rarely coveredd by traditional insurance. To understand these new segments insurers need to develop new systemic understanding and leverage risk management beyond the cyber
incidents. This will be a challenge, but the underlying opportunities are significant.
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OUR APPROACH
Our solution is to shift cyber insurance from products to solutions and to introduce processes
to handle the elusive nature of the risk and regulations. We offer services, monthly up to date protection and cyber insurance coverage to generate data, assess risk and embrace the long tail of
insurtech business opportunity.
To manage the blurred boundaries between traditional insurance products and cyber insurance,
organizations need to create small teams of cyber experts. These teams function as cyber insurance
centers of excellence that bring together risk modeling, management and digital platform economy to
benefit the insurers and re-insurers in gathering data for decision making and distribute the accumulation risk.
Cyber Hedgehog offers online services for cyber insurers interested in targeting small and micro size
companies on three key categories: understanding risks, preventing risks and responding to incidents.
With our product the insurer / reinsurer can detect favorable segments, gain momentum on market
share and make informed justified assessment on client risk levels. Thus avoiding accumulation of risk,
diversifying their offering with right pricing models and gaining market share from the traditional sectors with cyber security insurance coverage.
Cyber Hedgehog exists to allow insurers to insure by providing data, customer lead and risk validation
and services with the assurance that cyber insurance can be safely underwritten. Cyber Hedgehog is
focused on creating new market from small and micro-enterprises and reducing risk by sharing information such as near misses, as well as to grow the market. Cyber Hedgehog is a small, agile company that
operates with automated algorithms.

THE CYBER HEDGEHOG ECOSYSTEM
1. We create an ecosystem of added value services together with our local partners (enterprise
interest groups, entepreneur support NGOs etc.) to provide cyber security services to enterprises,
while collecting inside-out information from them as a part of the services. This information can be
used for lead generation and initial risk assessment for cyber insurance sales and campaign
targeting.
2. Through our education and insurance coverage assurance platform, we make sure that the cyber
insurance customers fulfill the requirements of the insurance agreement, as well as provide support for incident reporting, analysis and prevention. In addition to the educational
program, an installable client-side plugin can be used to monitor the client’s devices on key issues
(virus protection, password protection, existence of a backup solution etc.).
3. Our learning algorithm and analysis engine uses the inside-out information, as well as data gathered from external sources to evaluate customer leads, track current customer risk and provide
information for insurance package definitions and underwriting decisions.
Together, the ecosystem components offer a way to create and market cyber insurance products in bulk
with a machine learning-based risk management approach through a standardized, scalable platform
for smaller customers. Without customer-specific manual assesments or the need to manually process
and fully investigate every incident report, the insurer can focus on building it’s cyber insurance market
share.

CYBER HEDGEHOG ECOSYSTEM
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KEY BENEFITS FOR END CUSTOMERS
Through our platform, the end customers receive both relevant information about current cyber security
issues, as well as an streamlined purchase experience for simple, easy to understand cyber insurance
packages tailored to their business and risk segment.
After purchasing the insurance, their compliance and coverage is ensured through the step-based educational program, plugin installation and personal support. Through constant interaction between the
analysis engine and our platform, we can focus our customer message on the most relevant topics and
offer incentives to the customers to make sure that their cyber security approach stays current.
In the case of an cyber security incident, the customers will receive support through the Cyber Hedgehog platform for insurance reporting, claim handling and recovery.

KEY BENEFITS FOR INSURERS
With the inside-out information gathered through our added value platform, the insurer can create
evidence-based risk analysis for larger customer segments. With this data, the insurer can also better
target their cyber insurance sales campaigns. The same information, coupled with external data and
educational progress monitoring can be used to monitor the risk of existing clients.
The cyber security plugin can be used to both evaluate current risk and provide factual information for
incident reports and insurance claims without the need for manual cyber incident forensics for small
claims.
Analysis engine and re-insurer guidelines make creation of standardized cyber insurance offers straightforward, which enables scalability in sales. Through our focus on local markets, coupled with our partners, the insurance packages and risk assesments are always relevant to the insurer’s target market.

CYBER HEDGEHOG KEY ELEMENTS AND BENEFITS

End Customer
Beneﬁts
Easy to understand cyber security
and insurance.
Streamlined purchase experience
for cyber security insurance.

Guaranteed coverage based on
steps taken.
Better cyber security, less risk.

Better ﬁtting insurance schemes
tailored for my company.
Incentives for improving cyber
security.

Insurer
Beneﬁts
Ecosystem of added value
services for SMEs that collect
key information for risk analysis
and lead generation.

Qualiﬁed lead generation based
on inside-out information.

Step-based educational program
for insurance eligibility and
cyber security. Assisted by
client-side plugin.

Better management of risk and
real-time tracking of customer
cyber security preparedness.

Pre-sales customer proﬁles and
risk assessments.

Streamlined forensics process for
claim assessment.

Easier to package and customise
products for customer segments,
Learning algorithm and analysis
engine for risk assessment.

Streamlined package creation
with re-insurers,
Better risk assessment and
prevention.
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